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Celebrating
SEND at AHS
Miss Woolerton
Assistant Head - Inclusion and
English Teacher
This is my ninth year at Archbishop Holgate’s. During my time
here, I have been lucky enough to work in a number of roles
including Head of English, whole school reading and now as
head of inclusion. I am incredibly proud to be part of such a
fantastic, hardworking, kind and compassionate inclusion
team, all of whom go above and beyond to ensure our SEND
students access the highest quality provision. We are excited
to be growing our team, bringing in expertise in a broad
range of SEND areas including dyslexia, autism, speech and
language and much more. I would also like to take this
opportunity to invite you to our very first SEND coffee
morning on Saturday 2 July. More information can be found
in the ‘News and Events’ section of the newsletter. Wishing
you all a wonderful summer when it arrives.

Mr Webb
Year 8 Nurture and
Science Teacher
Year 8 Science have recently completed a module of learning
about plants and biodiversity. They have been learning about
flowering plants and pollinators, leaves and photosynthesis
and have taken part in field work collecting and identifying
different species of plants and invertebrates before discussing
the importance of different organisms in ecosystems.
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Mrs Roberston
Year 7 Nurture and
RE Teacher
Year 7 nurture have worked really hard this term
understanding the creation story, the fall and the role of
prophets. Students had a fantastic time with YOYO using
playdough to understand creation and the consequences of
the fall. This term students will be discovering Buddhism and
how it compares and contrasts to Christianity.

Mrs Cockle
Year 7/9 Nurture and English Teacher
We are spending
the first week back
celebrating the
Queen’s Jubilee in
our English lessons.
We are going to
practise our
research skills using
the Chromebooks to find out some key information about
Her Majesty, and using this research we will be writing and
decorating our own Jubilee themed poems to enter the school
competition. A few brave students will read their poems to the
rest of the class too. The students spent the last half term
reading all sorts of different poems, we’ve all enjoyed reading
the weird and the wonderful, the serious and the funny. A few
students have even chosen to take poetry books out of the
library to read at home, which is wonderful to see! Year 9
students are beginning the start of their GCSE course this
term, and together we will be reading the play ’An Inspector
Calls’. We have started by looking at the context around when
the play was set and written, and so we are turning into
budding historians as well as great readers and writers. In Year
9 Nurture we have just enough students in the group so that
we can each play the role of a character when we begin
reading the play. We will be using props and having a go at
some drama during these lessons too.
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SEND spotlight:
Tourette’s Syndrome
What is Tourette’s Syndrome?
There are currently over 300,000 people living with Tourette’s
syndrome in the UK. Tourette’s is a neurodivergent condition
that can cause people to make sounds and movements that
are out of their control. These are called tics. Some people
with Tourette’s may also experience attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and obsessive compulsive
disorder (OCD).
Tourette’s usually starts during childhood, symptoms can
improve after several years and sometimes go away
completely. Tics come and go, some days a person’s
Tourette’s can have a bigger impact than other times. Tics
tend to get worse, or more difficult to manage, if a person
feels stressed, anxious or tired.

What are tics?
Physical tics:
◼ blinking
◼ eye rolling
◼ grimacing
◼ shoulder shrugging
◼ jerking of the head or limbs
◼ jumping
◼ twirling
◼ touching objects and other people
Vocal tics:
◼ grunting
◼ throat clearing
◼ whistling
◼ coughing
◼ tongue clicking
◼ animal sounds
◼ saying random words and phrases
◼ repeating a sound, word or phrase
◼ swearing
While tics are the main symptom of Tourette’s, this varies
from person to person because people experience Tourette’s
differently.
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What Tourette’s is not
There is a common misconception that everyone who
has Tourette’s swears loudly, but that’s not the case.
Involuntary swearing (coprolalia) is a relatively
uncommon type of vocal tic that only affects about 1 in
10 people with Tourette’s syndrome.
Tics are not usually harmful to a person’s overall
health, but physical tics, such as jerking movements,
can be painful and attempting to control your tics can
be exhausting.

Tourette’s and mental health
Tics are the main symptom of Tourette’s. However, up
to 85% of people who have Tourette’s also experience
co-occurring symptoms or conditions, including
anxiety and depression.
If you would like more information or support, please
contact Miss Holmes (mholmes1@ahs.pmat.academy)
or Mrs Rose (krose@ahs.pmat.academy) who would be
happy to discuss this further.

Useful links
Here are some helpful resources that provide more
information about Tourette’s and the kinds of support
available:
Mental Health Concern - Tourette’s Awareness Month
NHS Tourette’s Syndrome
Tourette’s Action UK - About Tourette’s
Tourette’s Action UK - Find Support
Tourette’s Action UK - Resource Library
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SEND news and events
AHS SEND Coffee Morning
We are delighted to invite our SEND parents to our very first SEND coffee morning, for both parents/carers
and students to be held in our brand new Library and Resource Centre on Saturday 2nd July from 10am12.00pm. During the morning, you will get a chance to:
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Meet with many of the staff who are part of our inclusion and intervention team.
Chat with other parents of SEND students.
Play games, explore the library and inclusion centre, do quizzes and have fun!
Access important resources about our SEND offer at AHS and find out how you can support students
outside of school too.
Enjoy refreshments.
Ask any questions you might have about SEND at AHS.

We would love to see as many of you there as possible!

Meet the SENDCo Event
On Monday 23rd May our SENDCo team held a ‘Meet the SENDCo’ event in the Resource Centre. This was
a great opportunity for parents to chat to Meg Holmes, our school SENDCo and to meet and learn more
about Kate Rose, our new Assistant SENDCo. It was also a great opportunity for parents to meet each other
and begin to share their experiences and tap into each other for tips and resources. It was lovely to see
some of our SEND parents there and those who attended commented that it was great to have the support
from other parents as well as school. We’re hoping to build on this collegiate atmosphere at our SEN coffee
morning coming up in July. It would be great to see you there!

Wellbeing Apps
With students’ increasing interest in and reliance on technology, we’re promoting a
range of positive wellbeing apps, online services and websites that help students
improve their mental health and take ownership of creating a positive mindset. We
have a whole page dedicated to these in the back of our mindfulness booklets that
students can use in the intervention room.
This newsletter’s focus is on the app ‘Calm’. This app is free to download and has loads of free content for
students to use (although there are some in-app purchases). There’s a range of guided meditations, music,
soundscapes and breathing exercises that can help students reduce their stress levels and feel more
grounded. This could be hugely beneficial for students who struggle with anxiety and the Sleep Stories
could be a great resource for students who struggle to get to sleep. 84% of users who use the app five
times a week have noticed an improvement in their mental health, so it might be one to encourage your
child to try.
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Summer
Reading
Corner
Reading is often the first thing to go when you’re busy - your
bag’s already full and you’ve got your phone to play with
anyway - but could picking up a book be one simple way to
help boost or maintain your mental health?

It’s thought books can help you set targets and find focus,
even if you can’t get out of bed because of depression. They
may let you see that awkward situations, you’ve been anxious
about for weeks, from someone else’s perspective.
Bibliotherapy is the idea that the act of reading in itself can be
therapeutic.
We asked Evie, a young person in Year 9 at AHS how
reading has helped her:
‘Under Rose-Tainted Skies’ by Louise Gornall tells the story of
Norah, a teen who battles OCD, agoraphobia and anxiety.
She’s been mostly housebound for four years, after
experiencing a severe anxiety attack at school. The story
explores how, after meeting Luke - the new boy next door and
her potential love interest - she begins to make progress in
dealing with her mental health and looks towards her future.
I thought that this book was very
relatable for people who are going
through the same things as Norah. I
think it would help a lot of people
who have OCD. I found it comforting
to know that I’m not the only one
going through the same thing. I
recognised some of Norah’s thought
patterns and it was really relatable. It
made me happy to know that I’m not
the only one going through it. Norah
was able to get some of her OCD
under control, but I liked that the
story was realistic in that her OCD didn’t go away, but she was
able to live with it and overcome some of her impulses. It made
me feel positive for the future.
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The importance of
reading for pleasure
‘Reading for pleasure’ can be identified as ‘feeling a
sense of satisfaction or pleasure by engaging with
chosen reading material in free time’. There are 6 key
elements that help children to read in this way:

1

Being read to regularly

2

Access to books at home

3

The ability for children to choose what they
want to read

4

Having trusted adults and peers sharing and
recommending books

5

Time to read

6

The reading experience being enjoyable
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Celebrating ADHD

Celebrating Autism

Celebrating Autism

The Lightning Thief (Percy
Jackson and the Olympians,
Book 1)

Diary of a Young Naturalist

The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night-Time

By Dara McAnulty

By Mark Haddon

Percy Jackson has
ADHD, he has
dyslexia (did you
know it’s
incredibly
common for
individuals with
ADHD to also
have additional
learning disorders?) and most
importantly, he is a demigod.

17 year old Dara
McAnulty is an
autistic naturalist
and multi-award
winning author.
He is the
youngest ever
recipient of the
RSPB Medal
and the
youngest author to win a literary
prize. ‘Diary of a Young Naturalist’,
his debut book, was released in May
2020 to wide critical acclaim. It won
the Wainwright Prize for nature
writing.

Shining a light on mental
illness

Books dealing with depression
and bereavement

Celebrating disabilities and
neurodiversity

Challenger Deep

All the Bright Places (Now a
Netflix series)

Unbroken: 13 Stories
starring Disabled Teens

By Jennifer Niven (13+)

By Marieke Nijkamp

Theodore Finch is
fascinated by death,
and he constantly
thinks of ways he
might kill himself.
But each time,
something good,
no matter how
small, stops him.
Violet Markey lives
for the future,
counting the days until graduation,
when she can escape her Indiana
town and her aching grief in the
wake of her sister’s recent death.

This anthology
explores disability
in fictional tales told
from the viewpoint
of disabled characters,
written by disabled
creators. With stories
in various genres
about first loves,
friendship, war, travel, and more,
Unbroken will offer today’s teen
readers a glimpse into lives of
disabled people in the past, present,
and future.

By Rick Riordan

By Neal Shusterman (Age 14+)
Caden Bosch is on
a ship that’s headed
for the deepest point
on Earth: Challenger
Deep, the southern
part of the Marianas
Trench. Caden Bosch
is a brilliant high
school student
whose friends are
starting to notice his odd behaviour.
Caden Bosch is designated the ship’s
artist in residence to document the
journey with images. Caden Bosch
pretends to join the school track
team but spends his days walking for
miles, adsorbed by the thoughts in
his head. Caden Bosch is split
between his allegiance to the captain
and the allure of mutiny. Caden
Bosch is torn.
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The novel is narrated
in the first-person
perspective by
Christopher John
Francis Boone, a 15
year old boy who is
described as a
‘mathematician
with some
behavioural difficulties’ living in
Swindon, Wiltshire. Although
Christopher’s condition is not stated,
the book’s blurb refers to Asperger
syndrome (which today would be
described as an autism spectrum
disorder), high-functioning autism,
or savant syndrome.
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Important SEND updates
from CYC this month
We are launching our SEND Outcomes Framework
In York, we want all children and young people with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) to be happy and live the best
lives they can. That’s why we and the NHS Vale of York Clinical Commissioning Group have worked with parents, carers and young
people with SEND to produce a set of outcomes that we all want to achieve for our children and young people. These 7 SEND
Outcomes are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I am healthy
I have a choice and I am heard
I am safe
I achieve my goals
I am included
I can overcome challenges and difficulties on my own or with support
I am becoming independent

Each outcome will look different for each child so for a more in-depth list of descriptors, visit:
www.yor-ok.org.uk/outcomes-framework.htm
The outcomes framework will change the way we work and the way we measure how effective we are in supporting children and
young people with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities. Our measure of success will whether children and young people can
show or tell us that everything we do is supporting them to achieve these outcomes. We will use this framework when we:
◼ Commission new services
◼ Check the quality of our practice
◼ Listen to voices of children and young people
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York College ‘Getting Sorted’ Event:

York St John
University's

support for
SEN students
For those SEN students who wish to go to university but want
to stay closer to home, York St John University might be a
great option. They offer a wide range of support and can help
students seek screening tests and apply for further funding.
There is a dedicated disability advisor within the university and
they can offer individual learning support plans for students to
make sure each student is supported and can have access to
the tailored help they need in their individual subjects.
A whole range of additional support is available including:
Extra tuition
Mentoring
Tailored exam arrangements
A transition programme to support students in the
transition from sixth form or college to university life
with a physical disability. This will help students feel
more confident navigating around campus at the start
of term.
◼ An early start programme for autistic students, one
week before the rest of the students start. This quieter
start aims to help students feel more comfortable on
campus.
◼ Graduation transition - this is specifically aimed at
autistic students and is designed to help them get into
employment after graduation.
◼
◼
◼
◼

For more information about what York St John can offer, and
how they can tailor the university’s provision to suit individual
SEN students visit their website https://www.yorksj.ac.uk/
health-and-wellbeing/disability-support/ or contact the
disability advisor on disabilityadvice@yorksj.ac.uk.
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For more information on this event, please contact
wellbeing@yorkcollege.ac.uk.

Parent/Carer Workshop/Q&A sessions:

Education Psychology
4 July 2022, 9:30am - 11:00am
Book here: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/yorkseducational-psychology-service-parent-workshopqasession-tickets-325783105037

Healthy Child Service
3 November 2022, 9:30am - 11:00am
Book here: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/yorkshealthy-child-service-workshopqa-session-tickets325790697747
If you have any questions about these sessions, please
email jointpartnership@york.gov.uk.

